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1.1 Nuclear Moments

Laser spectroscopy on atomic transitions can
measure the following properties of nuclear states
(if they live longer than a few milliseconds):

Nuclear Charge – elements have characteristic
spectral lines

Nuclear Size – or, to be more precise, the mean
square nuclear charge radius

Nuclear Shape – the quadrupole moment

Nuclear Spin Nuclear magnetic moment

I



The magnetic (dipole) moment µ

Contributions from orbiting charge and intrinsic spin

Protons:         gl = +1                gs = +5.587

Neutrons:      gl =  0                gs = -3.826

The magnetic dipole moment of a state of spin I
= expectation value of the z-component of the dipole operator

The magnetic moment (or g-factor) therefore tells us about the
valence nucleon orbits and couplings (filled shells couple to spin=0
and do not contribute).



Spectroscopic Quadrupole Moment
Experiments measure the maximum “projection” of the
intrinsic electric quadrupole moment along the
quantization axis

z
Ι

θ

Qs = Q0 P2(cos θ)m=I

Using angular momentum algebra, we get

K is the projection of the spin I along the symmetry axis. Note for nuclear
spin I=0 and I=1/2 the spectroscopic quadrupole moment vanishes even if
the intrinsic shape is deformed.

m

The intrinsic moment can be related
to the quadrupole deformation
parameter:



1.2 Hyperfine Interactions in free atoms
Hyperfine interaction = the interaction of nuclear magnetic and
electric moments with electromagnetic fields.

We will consider the effect on an atomic orbit of spin J
J

Nuclear spin
I

Electron spin

e

I

J

F θ
The atomic and nuclear
spins couple to form the
total angular momentum

F = I + J

The interaction energy depends on the angle θ thus for the same I
and J, the different F-states are at slightly different energies:
Magnetic dipole interaction

E = - µ . Be =  - µ Be cos θ
Electric quadrupole interaction

E = ¼ e Q0 VJJ P2( cos θ)

Each state J has
several F-states:



J

Nuclear spin
I

Electron spin

e θ

Magnetic dipole interaction

E = - µ . Be =  - µ Be cos θ

Since and

then interaction  Hamiltonian can be
expressed as

The different energy shifts of
the different F-states are then

where

Be, the magnetic field at the nucleus produced by the
atomic electrons can be calibrated by measuring the

energy shifts for a isotope of known magnetic moment.

µ



Electric quadrupole interaction

In a uniform electric field the energy of an electric quadrupole moment is
independent of angle and therefore there is no quadrupole interaction

Electric
field

Same electrostatic energy

There is an angle-dependence in an electric field gradient

+q +q

+ +

+ +
Lower
energy
state

Higher
energy
state



J

Nuclear spin
I

Electron spin

e θ

Electric quadrupole interaction

E = ¼ e Q0 VJJ P2( cos θ)

Electric field gradient
along J-direction due to
atomic electrons.

Energy shifts of the F-states are then

where

is the hyperfine factor measured by experiment.

The electric field gradient VJJ may be calibrated with an isotope with know Qs



-µIBeP1(cos θ) + ¼ eQ0VJJP2(cos θ)  + …

+ higher multipoles (too small to
consider in laser measurements)

These energy shifts of may be only a few parts per million of the energy
of an optical atomic transition.

A single optical transition is split into a number of hyperfine components.



Transition frequency

Appearance of hyperfine structure

I = 0 would have single peak

I = 5/2

6 peaks spread over 2 x 109 Hz

(transition frequency: 1 x 1015 Hz)

Relative intensities of peaks are
determined by the quantum
numbers I, J, F.

Relative positions of peaks are
determined by I, Ji, Jf, µI, Qs

Not all peaks need be located to
determine an unknown I, µI, Qs

(Dipole transition: ΔF = 0, +/- 1)

Note: centroid position of 26Al is
shifted relative to 27Al: the isotope shift….



The Isotope Shift

Experimental observation

2 contributions to shift:

Mass Shift due to change in
the nucleus recoil kinetic
energy (partly related to the
change in electron reduced
mass).

Field shift due to finite
volume of nuclear charge –
the nucleus is not a point-like
object.



Mass Shift

Kinetic energy (nucleus + electrons)

But in centre of mass frame

Thus nucleus kinetic energy is

Energy change between two
isotopes A, A’

“normal” “specific”

S must be evaluated by experiment or calculation - difficult



Field Shift



Electrostatic energy of nuclear charge in potential due to electrons

Assuming constant electron density in region of nucleus, Gauss’s Law gives

where

Giving:

Now remember

Transition energy difference
between isotopes A and A’

A A’Ψ1

Ψ2

Field Shift component of Isotope Shift =  F δ <r2>A,A’

νA νA’



Summary of Isotope Shift and Hyperfine Structure

Isotope shift of
atomic transition

176Hf 178Hf

Analysis yields the
change in nuclear
mean square charge
radius

Nuclear size, static and
dynamic deformations

Hyperfine structure
of atomic transition

177Hf

Nuclear spin I

Magnetic moment µ

Quadrupole moment Qs

ppm shift

(Isotope shift found
using centroids of
hyperfine multiplet)





Mean square charge radii





1.3 Lasers and laser spectroscopy



Dye lasers:
* Wavelengths from 400nm to IR

* Can be frequency-doubled (200nm – 400nm)

* Bandwidth < 1 MHz

* Sufficient power to “saturate” a transition



Main problem in laser spectroscopy:

* Collinear-beams method is Doppler broadening-free and has sufficient
sensitivity to allow measurements on radioactive isotopes.



+40 kV

Ion beam
cooler

Light collection region
(Laser resonance fluorescence)

Reduces energy-spread of ion beam

Improves emittance of ion beam

Trap and accumulates ions – typically for 300 ms

Releases ions in a 15 µs bunch

Laser beamFast ion beam

1.4 Collinear-beams laser spectroscopy

High sensitivity: all ions in the beam
contribute to the fluorescence signal
when the laser frequency is on
resonance with the optical transition



Count rates for low-flux ion beams

Signal (laser on resonance) =
                   1 photon detected per 1,000 ions in beam

Background (laser light scatter) =  200 photons / second

Low-flux beams ( 1,000 ions / sec): background
must be suppressed to see signal.



Details of the laser-ion interaction region

Tuning voltage adjusts
ion velocity to Doppler
shift it to resonance
with locked laser Laser frequency

“locked” to a reference
for long-term stability

(Arrangement shown above is for the photon-ion coincidence
detection method)



Experimental problems:
Small Hyperfine structure

Small isomer shift

Large fraction of beam is in the
nuclear ground state

Quadrupole interaction can change
order of components



Question: If this
resonance has a FWHM
of 5 volts, what is the
resonance width in MHz?



End of Lecture 1






